To Eire with Love by DM Denton
The blackberries were ripening, seed pods cracking, rose hips shining in the sun blowing in and
out of the sky. There was honeysuckle in the hedges and, also, a bloom in our cheeks as we rode
along. And in the gorse and heather, again and at last. The moss was a carpet laid for our steps
through a wood-and-wonder-land, dark oak, grey ash (red-berried too), silver birch and airy fern.
And bluebells imagined, like a strawberry tree. Elsewhere there were mushrooms, surprising us like
rabbits. While jackdaws were expected at the end of a shorter day, a silent peat fire making the night
and reason we were together familiar.
We lived day to day—what else was there to do? Waking to the rain that misted our view.
Although, it was something to see the crows claiming a chimney. To warm their hearts? Or dry their
wings? By the time we ate our pink bacon the mountains were rising again. So we took to the road
that still sounded wet, passing the jaunters as they passed us and sympathized or gloated as we
walked up another hill. Sometimes, we abandoned our wheels for the slowness of our step. To stray.
Even from each other. And meet like the waters where time stood. But not too still, the water
boatmen as busy as we weren’t, a fat robin flirting nearer and nearer until flying away, the light
always changing.
So much time. To do nothing. But eat cream cakes and salads and sandwiches. And look at the
mountains surrounding us more noticeably than the sea. It seemed all the same, being in love with
each other and the place. At the end of the day going the same way as the jaunters who couldn’t see
us either as we climbed gates and crossed fields, trespassing where we felt welcome.

